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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach for reusing metrics. Contrasting a lot of work related to this
issue, we are focusing on reusing metric specifications. By introducing reusability concepts such as
genericity and variation points to metric specification we enable the creation of reusable ones. On the
other hand this allows deriving project specific concrete metrics based on reusable metric
specifications. Early experience from our industry cooperation is promising and indicates less stress
and effort for the metric users.
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1. Introduction
Software metrics are an important means to measure the quality of both the development processes
and software systems. Additionally, they are often used to show the efficiency of algorithms [1], [2].
Improvement reference models such as CMMI require that software development organizations build
up abilities to systematically apply metrics to support project management. Based on quantifiable
metrics project managers are able to review those processes that contributed to project success or
failure. Hence, metrics are a necessity for objective process optimization. However, research shows
that it is demanding to find the right metrics; 58% of all project managers and 50% of all senior
managers find it difficult to collect, analyze, and use the right metrics [3].
On the one hand, metric frameworks like GQM help to derive metrics from abstract goals for the
project [4]. On the other hand, defining metrics just for one project (in a multi project organization with
a lot of similar projects) is costly and ineffective. Hence, it is wise to reuse metric experience (metric
definitions, evaluations, and models) [5] as all experience can and should be reused [6]. Well-planned
metric frameworks and reuse of existing metrics material is also mentioned as one key success factor
for successful metric programs [7].
Different aspects of metrics can be reused. Measurement tool reuse occurs very often because many
organizations use the same LOC counters or even complete measurement tool suits like sonar [8].
Measurement processes like GQM [4] are reused as well. The reuse of measurement values also
increased during the last ten years. These (baseline) values are often used to enhance estimations. A
popular example for this are the database and tools from the ISBSG [9]. Even though various
measurement aspects are being reused metric specifications are very rarely reused. This ignores the fact
that a database of metric specifications can spread metric knowledge across the organization and
different projects (only 29% of the project managers and 24% of other practitioners know how
measurement data was used in other measurement projects [10]). Furthermore, the tailoring of modern
metric based project management cockpits to fit the need of specific project roles [11] is a form of
(implicit) reuse of metric specifications
Although considerable research has been devoted to the modeling of metrics and metric frameworks,
rather less attention has been paid to investigating how the results of this research (metric meta models,
metric frameworks, and metric experience bases) can lead to a sound reuse concept for metrics and
their specifications.
After thoroughly reviewing related work and metric specifications in the first two sections of this
article we define two main goals for systematic reuse of metric specifications. This is followed by
addressing the crucial aspect of variability in reusable metric specifications. We finish this paper with
some early experience of using a tool to support systematic metric specification reuse in an industry
environment.
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2. Related Work
Metric reuse is often implied or indicated but very rarely it is addressed. For example, the first three
steps in the CAME Framework (Choice, Adjustment, Migration, Efficiency) by Dumke et al. indicate
the benefits of an explicit modeling of metric variability [12]. However, the formal description of
measurement and evaluation by Dumke and Schmietendorf [13] only mentions the importance of
maintaining a metric experience base. Later, Dumke et al. again imply the reuse of metrics because
different usages and applications are modeled for measurement methods [14]. However, the concept of
metric reuse is not covered in more detail. Hihn and Lewicki indicate a common set of standard metrics
which is (re)used over several projects [15]. But no explicit tailoring of these metrics is mentioned nor
is management or specification of variability. Starons and Medings pre configured wizards for the
definition of metrics [16] also implies metric reuse by automatically adding pre configured base
measures. Again, reuse is not addressed by a sound concept but rather used pragmatically.
Most of nowadays model driven measurement approaches also imply metric reuse. For example as
proposed by Clavel et al. [17] and extended by McQuillan and Power [18] by defining metrics based on
UML concepts and OCL. Yet, this only allows the (pragmatic) reuse of complete metric definitions;
only reusing fragments of metrics or the modeling of metric variability is not addressed. Reuse of
existing metric components (like line charts, project plan structure and MS Project Import) is
mentioned by Heidrich and Münch [19]. But neither the reusable components nor their variability is
explicitly modeled. Garcia et al. have proposed a model based environment for the integrated
management of software measures [20]. They provide “generic metrics defined within the meta model
scope” which according to the case study by Mora et al. on this environment homogenized the
measurement process [21]. However, the variability of the metrics is again not reflected in the models
(and in the meta model).
Reusable (sets of related) metrics are often represented by metric frameworks. According to
Mendonsa and Basili these frameworks may also contain data collection mechanisms and information
about data usage [22]. The framework implied by MIS-PyME – Software Measurement Maturity
Model [5], [23], [24] suggests the reuse of existing measurement models of the organization, because
“defining measurement programs for certain projects or products, … will be costly, difficult to handle
and of little worth for future developments” [5]. Similarly, one of the goals of the INCAMI framework
for (Web-based) metric documentation [25], [26] is to “allows an organization to run different projects
by making use of common measurement and evaluation mechanisms” [27]. But neither MIS-PyME nor
INCAMI provide sound concepts for metric reuse.
Sets of reusable metrics could also be stored in an organizational wide metric experience base of a
Learning Organization. As research by Krein et al. shows: providing a knowledge repository helps to
push information back to the consumer [28]; in our case: supports reuse. Learning Organizations also
avoid local optimization of projects (and metrics) and focus on global optimization of the organization.
The work of Althoff et al. indicates that learning organizations and avoidance of local optimizations
reward reuse [29]. Palza et al. describe specific metric experience bases which store the definition of
and experience with specific metrics [30]. But, they also do not model metric reuse or metric variability.

3. Metric Specifications
A metric specification includes a specification of the measurement (how the value is measured or
calculated), an interpretation (guide) for the measurement results, and sometimes even specifications
for the visualization of the metric values. The importance of specifying metrics is reflected in the fact
that metric specifications are required to reach CMMI level 2 [31].
Metric specifications also act as a documentation of the metric. Hence, the topic of metric
specification is addressed in a lot of research papers concerning metric documentation [30], [32]. Most
of these approaches are based on metric meta-models or on metric ontologies resulting in more formal
specification rather than informal plain text. However, our experience shows that most of the metric
specifications used in the industry (if they are used at all) are plain text documents. Sometimes these
documents are on a more formal level by containing dedicated sections for specific attributes. For
example the twelve steps to useful software metrics by Linda Westfall [33], the required specifications
for CMMI [31], or at least “goal”, “question” and “metric” sections [4].
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4. Goals
Reusing metric specifications must be easy. Forcing people to specify their metrics is hard enough
anyhow. But what makes reusing metric specifications easy? Before we address this, we like to give
two examples of typical scenarios for metric specification reuse:
1.

Example A: A project manager would like to know whether his projects costs are developing
like planed. He/She needs to find, that the CPI1 metric can answer this question. When using this
metric the project manager does not want to specify the details of this metric again. He/She
rather likes to focus on project specific changes to the metric (e.g. the timing of the
measurement: daily, weekly, or monthly).

2.

Example B: Many metrics are based on counting entities in a specific state (e.g. change
requests with states such as “new” and “accepted”). Often the results of these metrics are
visualized as staked bar charts. They can indicate problems with the process if the state change
of the entities is visible (the bars for the specific states remain at the same heights over time).
Hence, this concept could be specified in a reusable metric specification. When reused, a metric
user should only need to specify the entity and its states.

These examples and our experience show that reusable metric specifications often need to contain
“adaption points”. These points are resolved (tailored) by the metric users upon using the reusable
specification. Another important aspect of reusable metric specifications is documentation, because
metric users can only reuse specifications that they are aware of and that fit their need. Hence, we
deduced that “easy reuse” means:
1.

It is easy to find the metric that answers the questions of the metric users.
From our experience, metric users often browse lists of reusable metric specifications to find
metrics that best fit their need(s). Besides the general description of the metric, metric users
need to see an example of the metric visualization. This problem is well known and covered by
a lot of approaches and tools.

2.

The specific change (tailoring) of the metric specification is guided.
We believe that tailoring assistance is crucial. Our experience and the literature show that most
of the reusable metric specifications need to be enriched with specific information [34].
However, metric users in general do not want to be bothered with the details of the metric
specification. Therefore, the reusable metric specifications, the reuse process and the tool
support need to deal with the variability of the reusable metric specifications. Contrasting the
documentation and following our argumentation in the introduction and our analysis of the
related work, research does not address tailoring assistance for variability in (reusable) metric
specifications.

5. Addressing Variability in Reusable Metric Specifications
Variability is an everlasting problem in software development and addressed in special areas like
product line engineering [35], [36]. We will focus on two possible solutions for dealing with variability:
Parameterization (especially genericity), and variation points.
Genericity, a special form of parameterized polymorphism, is a well known concept of
programming languages like Java. Following Betrand Meyer, genericity “is a technique for defining
elements that have more than one interpretation depending on parameters representing types” [37]. In
instantiating a concrete element from a generic one, the formal generic parameters need to be replaced
by concrete types.
Variation points are a concept from product line engineering. They are used to model the variability
of a set of software products. Variation points are used to scope the system i.e. to determine what

1

The cost performance index (CPI) is one of the key metrics of the earned value framework [39].
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should be realized in a product line and what needs to be realized individually. They can specify a set
of possible variations2 or be left open3.
We suggest applying a combination of genericity and variation points to realize variability in metric
specifications. The “adaptation points” of reusable metric specifications are modeled as variation
points. Of course, these variation points and the variants need to be clearly marked in the specification
and need to be documented to ease and support tailoring. These variation points are the formal
parameters of the reusable metric specification. When reused, concrete values for all formal parameters
need to be specified to derive a fully specified metric specification.

5.1. Variability Application Example
The following two examples show fragments of reusable metric specifications based on examples A
and B from chapter 4. The categories are based on the ISO 15939 standard [38] as well as the
requirements of CMMI for development at level 3 [31]. The first one (Example A from above - CPI)
has a closed variation point (timing), the second one (Example B from above - Counting Metric) has an
open variation point (entity of measurement).
5.1.1. Example: CPI Metric
The timing of the CPI metric should be variable. Hence, the timing is modeled by a variation
point“<VP: CPI-Timing>”. Because the timing should be limited to a fixed set of values, these
values are listed afterwards.
Metric Name:
Entity of Measurement:
Answered Question(s):
Interpretation:
Measurement Function:
Timing:

CPI (Cost Performance Index)
Project
Are the costs developing like foreseen?
If the values of this metric are below 1.0 …
Earned Value / Actual Costs
<VP: CPI-Timing>
<Values: {daily, weekly, monthly}> …

If a project manager would like to use this metric, he/she simply needs to refer to this reusable
specification and select a concrete timing value, e.g.: MyCPI := CPI(CPI-Timing ← weekly).
5.1.2. Example: Counting Metric
The variable aspect of this metric is the measured type of entities and their states used in the
measurement function. Contrasting the CPI example, the entity of measurement should not be
restricted but left open for any “entity with states”. Because the number of states is unknown, the
metric result is a vector. This metric could be specified as follows:
Metric Name:
CountM (Counting Metric)
Entity of Measurement: <VP: CountM-EoM>
<Values: Entity with States>
Measurement Function: (Vector: ForAll state x count(#e with e.state = x))…

This abstract specification can be used to derive a broad variety of metrics specifications. For
example, based on the entity type Change Request defining states such as open, postponed, or
accepted the instantiation CRProcessMetric := CountM(CountM-EoM ← Change Request)
results a metric to measure change requests data.

2

3

e.g. the timing can either be “daily”, “weekly”, or “monthly”
e.g. the entity of measurement is often restricted to a specific type (“project”) but not to a specific set of “projects”
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6. Early Experience
This early experience comes from our work at the IT-department of a large insurance company
(about 1.300 people). Since the last 3 years we are working on the metrics topic as part of the CMMI
level 3 initiative at the company. During this time new metric processes, a new standard metric cockpit
for project managers, and a metric documentation tool was developed. All these things are now used at
the company and help the project managers to ease working with metrics.
To ease the reuse of metric specifications and to fulfill the goals listed in chapters 4 and 5 we built a
web based support tool. This tool was developed in an iterative process together with metric experts
from the company. Because it did now reach CMMI level 3 every project is required to specify their
metrics according to the company wide standards. Additionally, it needs to be documented where a
project is using and tailoring a companywide defined (reusable) metric specification and what metrics
are specifically defined for the project. Until now, this is done using Excel specification sheets. The
goal of the tool is to supersede the Excel sheets.
Because we received a lot of positive feedback concerning the tool and the idea of metric
specification reuse from the metric experts and some selected project managers, we like to share some
of our design decisions regarding the tool and the process of reusing metric specifications in this
concrete environment.




Process setup. We suggest forming a (metric) expert group inside the organization. This group
needs to develop and prepare reusable metric specifications. It is responsible for managing the
set of reusable metric specifications. That is: adding new reusable metric specifications to the
repository and deprecating old ones which should not be used anymore. The metric experts
also need to optimize the set of reusable metric specification. They need to investigate why
certain metric specifications are not reused and then change or deprecate them. Additionally,
they need to ensure that the tailoring dimensions are sufficient and that the reusable metric
specification is as flexible (or inflexible) as anticipated.
Metric specifications. In the tool the metrics are specified as plain text. However, this text
follows a schema that is related to the twelve steps proposed in [33] and in the requirements of
CMMI. The specifications are organized in five categories (budget, time, risk, content, and
quality).
The reusable metric specifications document the set of “answers” they provide when used.
Therefore, the questions are used as additional categories. We experienced that the “goal” from
GQM is far less important to keep in the documentation. Additionally, we realized that, besides
the general description of the metric, metric users need to see an example of the visualization
of the metric.

To continue our work we plan to use the tool in a wider scope with more projects. Our final goal is
to store all the metric specifications of the company and the projects in the tool within the next year.
Additionally we plan to do a companywide qualitative as well as quantitative evaluation of the benefits
of the tool and the underlying metric specification reuse processes and ideas. From our current
perspective the feedback is very promising and we hope to leverage the specification of metrics with
the help of the tool. Hopefully this helps the project managers (as well as other stakeholders) to cope
with the difficult task of specifying metrics.

7. Conclusion
In this paper we argued that it is wise to reuse metric specifications. We identified the crucial aspect
of variability for reusable metric specifications and showed two examples of reusable metric
specifications. Early experience in an industry environment, during the development of a tool support
for tailoring of reusable metric specifications, is promising. However, the topic of reusable metric
specifications needs more investigation. Right know we are focusing on evaluating the tool support.
Another interesting aspect that we did not address in this paper is the question how the reusable metrics
and their variation points are identified.
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